Inspiration From A Champion

Shania, Dayshawn and Nathan had fun
skating with Olympic champion and RBC
Ambassador Jennifer Botterill

On November 29th, as students from Lambton Park
Community School wrapped up their last lesson in the
RBC Learn to Skate program, they had the treat of skating with women’s hockey champion, Jennifer Botterill.
Jennifer, a multiple-time Olympic medalist, joined the
kids for their warm-up routine before helping them run
a few skating drills. After that, all the skaters got down
to the serious business of just having fun on the ice
with games and simple free skate where Jennifer was
able to spend time with all kids individually. After the
excitement of being on ice with her, the kids were even
more thrilled to be able to see her Olympic medals. The
RBC Learn to Skate Program is run in conjunction with
school boards and municipalities across the country
and includes the cost of instruction, ice time and the
donation of an equipment library, featuring skates and
certified helmets with cages.
Event by Kshama Patel
Website code: pekytq

A Not-So-Minor Christmas Contribution
On Friday, December 6th, the Faustina Minor Atom Select hockey team stopped by Firehall 434 near
Horner Avenue and Browns Line. The nine-year-olds had gathered donations of food and toys from
friends and families and, together with contributions of their own, brought them to the firehall to add
to the firefighters’ annual toy drive. As a thank-you, the appreciative firefighters gave the youngsters
a full tour of the firehouse, complete with a slide down the pole.
Event submitted to snapd
Website code: pekz65

The firefighters welcome the young hockey players

Woohoo! Down the pole!

Taleah, Roheet and Kieran are excited to be able
touch and hold the medals

Kieran wonders if the medal is real

Jennifer brings out her medals from the 1998,
2006 and 2010 Olympic Games

Warming up is key to skating well

Are U Feeling the Winter Blues?
So here I am, with the darkness of winter approaching and the depressing news that
it’s just the beginning! I’m experiencing more coldness than I used to because of the
blood thinner medication that I’m on now and it’s quite a challenge when I lose the
sensation in my fingers and toes even just to put gas in the tank! So I can relate to
those clients that don’t want to come out to my fitness studio on a cold winter day,
but I do know that if they did they would feel a hundred times better than sitting at
home complaining about how awful they feel and look!
I have a client that has been coming faithfully to my studio since I opened my business 6 years ago. She came in the other day and said that she wanted to tell me that
I was one of the people in her life who inspired her and helped make her a better
person. She wanted to let me know this earlier this year but she never did because
that was the time that I was having my own health issues with my heart attack!
I remembered how she used to come to the studio saying she felt rundown and
overwhelmed. Now I see the difference in her step and in her mind as she comes
to my studio and asks if she can volunteer her time to help me motivate others to
look after themselves! I was so moved by her dedication to FTF that I, being the
emotional person I am, had tears streaming down my face in admiration of her new
desires to help others - how she wants to motivate others in the way she was motivated at FTF. This is the feedback that motivates me!
Have you ever had a period in your life that you were at a low point and needed
some support or a helping hand to get you out of your rut?
What I realized is that by me helping her, she wants to reciprocate and help others to
achieve their goals whether its fitness or health related. What I have experienced is
that the greatest gift is in the giving and when you help others thru life’s challenges,
you receive incredible rewards!
Initially it’s the fitness that gets you thru the door. Then things have a way of turning
and the focus becomes clearer as you constantly learn about yourself and experience when those around you are willing to give of themselves to support you in your
daily challenges.
When people come into my studio, they really are helping me too. They give me the
opportunity to assist them in lighting their fire by helping them develop the tools to
build strength, stamina and heart health!!!

Submitted by Nadia Bender
Nadia Bender, Personal Trainer/Fitness Instructor and Owner of Fitness that
Fits, the boutique fitness studio located in The Kingsway at 4214 Dundas
Street West. 416-231-BFIT (2348).
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